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Budd Hopkins Retrospective Exhibition 1957-1972 

Huntington Galleries, Huntington West Virginia 

By April Kingsley 

The dualistic attitude which informs Hopkins' work stems prim

arily from a dichotomy he experienced early in his career. When 

he came to New York in 1953 from Wheeling, West Virginia via 

Oberlin College, it was the high-time of Abstract Expressionism. For 

that movement's heroes-De Koening, Kline, Pollack and Rothko

generalized public acceptance was just beginning, and their audi

ence was still pr imarily confined to friends and colleagues. Hop

kins felt closest to Kline and Rothko and they had the strongest 

influence on his work. Their impact on him and the excitement of 

the whole Abstract Expressionist pioneering ambience was only 

mitigated by his unwavering admiration for the kind of geometric 

abstraction epitomized by Mondrian, and the expressive color of 

Matisse-both of which he found lacking to some extent in the art 

then being produced. 

For Budd Hopkins, no longer surrounded by the hills and trees of 

West Virginia, immersed in a landscape of concrete, glass and steel, 

which he viewed through the rectilinear frame of a window, a door, 

or building-lined streets, the fifties was a time of profound devel

opment. His youthful Gorkyesque automatic washes and drawings 

of curvilinear, vegetal forms slowly became subsumed within an 

increasingly rigid structure of horizontals and verticals. By working 

automatically in these formative years however, he allowed his basic 

formal vocabulary-a congruence of circular and triangular forms 

with the canvas rectangle-to emerge naturally. This is one of the 

reasons why his personal image is so memorable, and so readily 

recognizable. 
LASSEMANN 1958 oil on canvas 70 x 50 inches 

PRIVATE COLLECTION 

By the time he painted Lasemann in 1958, in which a Rothko-like 

rectangle floats near the top supported by a central triangular form, 

Hopkins had begun to shift into a much more powerful compositional 

gear. In 1959 and 1960 he began to underline this stability with a 

somber, predominantly gray, blue, and brown range of color. Cur

vilinear forms yielded to the domination of straight lines and square 

edges during these years, notto reassert themselves until the mid-six

ties with the re-emergence of the circle in his work. While the struc

tural scaffoldings became more architecturally sound, his brushwork 

became increasingly freer and more arbitrary. His technical handling 

of paint-splattering, scraping, scumbling, dragging, and dry brush

ing it across the surface-reached a peak of facility during the early 

sixties which he has 

never since attempted 

to duplicate. That the 

division of his surfaces 

into clear rectangular 

units of quasi-sculp

tural solidity remained 

a constant in spite of, 

and in conjunction 

with, all this loose 

painterliness is quite 

evident in even so 

small a work as his oil 

on pa per Study for Bor

deaux of 1961. 



The black and white collage in the collection 

of the Whitney Museum of American Art is 

an example of Hopkins' use of collage as a 

pure expressive medium along these lines. 

His collagist attitude during the mid-sixties 

enabled him to move in the elusive space of 

his field with explosive force. The razor-sharp 

edges which resulted dominate his work by 

the time paintings like Yarmouth and Red Wall 

Painting were executed. They provided him 

with a method of concretizing the implicit 

geometries of Abstract Expressionism with

out sacrificing any of its energy. He never 

utilized the neutralizing, "cooling" effects of 

linear separations between adjacent hues 

that most of the other sixties artists used. A 

white or a black band between even strongly 

contrasted hues will tend to equalize them 

and minimize their spatial characteristics. 

Hopkins continued to juxtapose his hues and 

this energized his edges and his forms opti-

cally. He also stepped-up the intensity of his color steadily over the 

years, moving more and more into using a preponderance of pure, 

unmixed, tube colors in recent years. This has greatly enhanced the 

Sun Black I is a pivotal work in Hopkins' career. This is because it is the 

first major work to contain a prominent, centralizing circle. From this 

point on, the circle dominates most of his paintings. it is his personal 

image and it provides his work with h notic force-with a place in 
yp 

the painting where energy can be concentrated and from which it 

ma be dis ersed. The circle brings everything together. it is the y p 

hierarchical equivalent of Mondrian's squares or Rothko's rectangles, 

and it supplies a focus for the kind of clearly constructed ordering 

Partially in response to the work of Fernand Leger, which has long 

been important to him, Hopkins began to introduce explicitly hard

edged forms into his work by 1962. Little Northeast of 1963 is among 

the most warmly-hued paintings in his initial series of oils including 

letter forms. Its rich purplish, green and blue colors are put into relief 

by the richly textured and dazzling whiteness of the rectangular shape 

descending from the top of the canvas. It was during this period that 

Hopkins began to use collage in his preparatory studies for paintings. 

This is true of Little Northeast, which clearly reflects the characteristics 

of the medium-fragmentation, discontinuous space, and the juxta

position of contradictory elements. All of these qualities lend collage 

singular expressiv ir rt in this ntury, characterized as it is by an 

overwhelmin 11milt,1111• Ht·, 11111ll1pli rly f information and events. 



LIBRA 1963 silkscreen 21 x 29 inches COLLECTION PROVINCETOWN ART ASSOCIATION ANO MUSEUM 

of values he had to establish in order to make 

his essential connection with the art of the past. 

Hopkins firmly believes that "Hierarchical orga

nization is an essential art principle behind art at 

its deepest throughout its whole history because 

it's the way we perceive the w orld-in terms of 

what's important and what's unimportant." All-over 

and grid paintings are based on simple ordering 

which involves few decisions and a somewhat pas

sive attitude toward the chaos of contemporary 

life. The differentiating faculties necessary for the 

very complex ordering of values that occurs in 

hierarchically organized painting are most effec

tive when they are grounded in very positive and 

well-conceived esthetic attitudes. Mondrian and 

Newman managed it all beautifully in their best 

paintings, convinced that they were thereby estab-

lishing beneficial moral values for mankind. Budd Hopkins feels that 

"The concept of hierarchy is anthropomorphic. The physiognomy 

of a painting relates somehow to that of a human being, and when 

that is expressed in paint it embeds the work directly into our lives. 

A painting at its best is as complex and fascinating as a person." 

These principles receive their first full crystallization in the Gemini 

series of monumental black and white paintings, begun in 1968. 

Massive planes, like fragments of a secret world of unknowable 

imagery, lie tantalizingly near visibility beneath their surfaces. Both 

color and painterly freedom are minimized in favor of an austere 

conceptual rigor in a painting like the great Gemini/, in the collection 

of Maximilian Schell. The grand formality of such a work is diffused 

in other paintings, like Saratoga of 1969 and Norbeck of 1970, in 

order to promote coloristic expressivity. Also in 1970, Hopkins began 

the Montezuma series of light-filled, drastically simplified paintings 

which center around his old theme of circle and triangle within a 

rectangle. 

Throughout his career he has periodically downshifted into 

quieter emotional gears in this way, as ir to gather his forces for even 

larger statements. Two major triptychs resulted in this case: Gray 

Wall Painting and Homage to Franz Kline, in 1971. The former is a 

kind of summation, in the tonalities of gray, blue and green which 

had prevailed in the early years of his career, of many more recent 

attitudes; the latter bespeaks a new direction toward intense formal 

dynamism and a new structural colorist which is highly reminiscent 

of the work of Matisse. 

Late in 1971, again almost by way of relief from the emotional inten

sity of such a painting as the Homage to Franz Kline, Hopkins began 

a series of simplified divided circle paintings baserl on a Leger 



motif. All r tli1 't I 1,1 I 1111 II I 11 11111 ii 1lt1 I ' l!Jll 'nf th zodiac. They 

repres nl J ">lyl1•,111 ti, 1 i.11 11111 111111111 tltuil lu19 planes of bright, 

,lc1<t1ttl1•,u 11plll1illyto1 IL rate the shape of the 

canvas on wh1 h ll11•y f lu,il .is .i s111gl united field. Literalizing the 

pictorial cont xl i,, this w y do s not make obvious use of the col

lage technique. But, even though the fused fields of color compel 

a reading as unitary shapes, they are actually interrupted by linear 

elements which connect their edges, and the edges of the canvas, 

to a large dominating circle like arrows pointing to a center of emo

tional energy. In a work like Aquarius Ill, for instance, this relationship 

is very misleading, because it implies that the center of the circle 

is in the center of the field. Actually it is located eccentrically, and 

this forms the initial ambiguity of the work connecting it with the 

discontinuity and spatial complexity of collage. It does nothing to 

diminish the single-image impact of a dazzling yellow painting like 

Libra IV, which seems as emblematic as a flag, however. 

It is typical of all Hopkins' recent paintings that numerous elements 

emerge to prominence in the viewer's perception as soon as the 

initial impact of the color and the large, dominant forms has had its 

effect. The planes of pure color in a painting like Aquarius Ill begin 

to separate and shift their places in its space as if juggling for time 

and attention. Some of them seem to bound forward into the space 

of the room, as if to share real-time with the viewer. Others seem 

to exist behind the surface of the canvas like forgotten memories 

of the past or palimpsests which serve to remind us of the various 

other forms the painting might have been given. Narrow bands of 

color zip in and out of the field across and behind larger elements. 

binding the space and time of the painting together and pointing 

to some mysterious possibility for an extension into the future. The 

primary colors whi I, r , minated in the beginning of the series 

vibrate in r ldll 11•,h1p w11h • 11111111•1 ,11 •r1s f secondary hues and the 

inclusionofo 11111111•.lil,, i11p11111,1111111 1,nr I rownputthe entire 

colorr n31•111ttJ11II 1111111 11111 l11t, li111rt1n11s111c11cJin lly in most 

of the 1971-1973 paintings, but it is a strong reminder about the 

tonal range being covered by the colors as well as a hint that the 

painting might have existed, and functioned (in the manner of a 

Gemini painting), without color. This coloristic procedure is reversed 

in the virgo paintings and in most recent series of triptychs, initiated 

with Mahler's Castle I. Here moody, dusky secondary hues-wine 

reds, maroons, lavenders, pinks and blues-are optically activated 

by proportionally smaller areas of bright primary colors. His new

est paintings look as if they coalesced magically, like the chips of 

colored light in a kaleidoscope. 

Mahler's Castle I exemplifies a shift away from the holistic single 

image paintings of 1971 and 1972 to a new hieraticism. Both Mon

drian and Newman, for instance, were masters at building scale 

referents into their paintings too. Frank Stella and many of the 

other post-painterly abstractionists tended to ignore this essential 

pictorial element and to rely on size alone to convey a sensation 

of monumentality. Hopkins' formal vocabulary covers a complete 

range from huge planes on down to tiny dots and lines within 

the freely brushed areas. The small bounded places of minutely 

nuanced painterliness provide keys to the scale of all the other 

elements in his paintings, as well as to their colors, velocities and 

directions. They are in resolutely calligraphic and organic contrast 

to the geometric rigidity surrounding them and seem to break 

the smooth continuity of his surfaces. By doing so they deliver a 

symbolic message which is an essential part of Hopkins' dualistic 

attitude. They say something about the existence of the unexpected, 

irrational, and infinite within life's most clearly ordered and con

trolled systems. Hopkins' paintings contain both color and black 

and white, hard edges and soft. His work is warm and cool, open 

and closed, solid and transparent, complete and open ended-all at 

once. Each painting is a contained world unto itself, while it implies 

infinite extensibility and is, in a very human way, contradictory, 

ambiguous, and deeply complex. 



SCORPIO Ill l'i'I 





In the late 1950's, when I first found my voice as a painter, I was 

carried away by abstract expressionism. The sense of a fresh and 

inventive painterly attach, the sheer power of painters like Kline 

and De Koening, and the way in which the ABEX captured the 

speed and energy of America were absolutely persuasive to me. 

Franz Kline was surely a central influence on my work, though 

oddly, Piet Mondrian, that most orderly of painters, was a constant 

underworld presence. 

Gradually my work changed as I became interested in contrasting 

ABEX looseness and freedom with hard-edged elements, and 

began to look carefully at Leger and French cubism. In 1966 I 

began to use the circle in my work as a centralizing theme, out 

of these more hierarchical paintings, the Guardian image slowly 

emerged. But after years of painting Guardians and Temples, I 

began to re-introduce abstract expressionist themes into otherwise 

fragmented Guardians. 

And finally, the freedom and richness of abstract expressionism 

came back full force in my later collage-paintings, centrally 

conceived in black and white with color added. Also, in recent 

years, I have been more interested in working in a small 11 x 14 

inch format, and ironically, I realized that in the 1960's, I painted 

many ABEX paintings on that same 11 x 14 inch format. In a way I 

can see that I am circling back to my beginnings. 

A consistent undercurrent in these later works has been the black 

and white linear paintings of Piet Mondrian. So the influences of 

my two Gods of painting-Kline and Mondrian-appear together in 

what I feel now is a very satisfying amalgam. 

Budd Hopkins, 2010 
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 Higher Ground
 The Assembled Paintings, Temples, Guardians,
 and Altars of Budd Hopkins

 Terry R. Myers

 ,," M aster of a Movement Manque"-the title of Brian
 O'Doherty's eloquent 1966 article on Budd

 V.A- . Hopkins-was well chosen at the time,1 but
 with almost twenty-five years of hindsight a case could now

 be made for substituting "detourne" for "manque" in his

 description. Rather than exemplifying a "missing" move-

 76 ment, Hopkins's paintings from the 1960s and 1970s prefig-
 ure much that is found in current approaches to abstract-

 particularly geometric-painting. The most striking aspect
 of today's geometric abstraction is its ability, or desire, to

 support disparate sets of highly specific referential informa-

 tion-whether expressed, for example, in the Endgame
 strategies of Peter Halley and Sherrie Levine, the vernacular

 of Mary Heilmann, or the humor of Olivier Mosset and
 Andrew Spence. Hopkins's most important achievements

 emerged in the sixties with his reverential, content-charged

 juxtapositions of complex, undefinable abstract spaces, both

 real and painted, at a time when painting was attempting
 either to accept subject matter at face value (Pop) or to deny

 its existence (Minimalism). These were detours that Hopkins
 did not take. At the same time, his works pressed the quickly

 expanding physical definitions of painting. Outgrowing
 stretchers, frames, and walls, Hopkins's paintings articu-

 lated new opportunities for the cohabitation of formal, sub-

 jective, and even spiritual concerns within an abstracted and
 constructed environment that was deliberately not intended to

 be merely nonobjective or formal.

 The spatial tension often found in the "build" of con-

 structed painting-a term taken here to mean painting made

 from physical component parts that are readily distin-
 guishable-was strongly suggested in Hopkins's paintings
 even before his move to multipaneled formats. In 1962 he

 began incorporating hard-edge geometric shapes (including

 some that read as fragments of letter forms) into gestural

 painting, characterized (and often methodized) by the work
 of second- and later-generation Abstract Expressionists. In

 works such as Yarmouth (1965, collection of the artist), there

 is a palpable pressure between geometric shapes and atmos-

 pheric (subsequently read as "expressionistic") areas, pri-
 marily because the adjoining flat, hard-edged areas firmly

 convey anti-illusionistic space on the surface of the canvas. It

 is as if we were allowed to look behind a curtain-an idea

 that Hopkins would later articulate: "I had come to under-
 stand that an abstract painting at its most powerful was a
 kind of aesthetic scrim behind which lurks a concealed,

 obsessive 'thing' or image of some kind, transformed, made

 palatable by the artist's mediating skills."2 The solidification
 of this idea can be traced in increasingly formal and spiritual

 terms from Hopkins's mid-sixties paintings to his latest
 found-wood Altar sculptures.

 By the early seventies, the crisp geometry that had
 infiltrated Hopkins's work of the previous decade was more

 emphatic, a condition that seems to have led naturally to his

 first multipaneled paintings. A formal mainstay of these
 works was his highly suggestive use of the circle; by this time

 it was clearly an obsessive shape for him. While this centered

 circle (more precisely, this almost-centered circle) remained

 prominent, the divisions between canvases underwent dra-
 matic structural revision in the Assembled Paintings, his

 first truly constructed paintings.
 In the 1974-77 series of Assembled Paintings,

 Hopkins extended his abstract investigations into urban ex-

 perience. He developed an architectural approach to abstrac-

 tion, while retaining the more effective components of paint-

 ing, the most important being the freedom to explore intense

 color and the ability to convey a distinctive narrative. Erect-

 ing the Assembled Paintings as though they were building
 facades, Hopkins saturated them with a meaning signifi-

 cantly beyond their formality.

 F i. 1 Budd Hopkins, allatin's Drive 1, 1976, oil on canvas, 70 x 129 inches.
 Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh.
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 FIG. 2 Budd Hopkins, left to right: Guardian 5-2, 1982, 25 x 7 inches; Guardian 5-8,1983, 29/4 x 8Y4 inches; Guardian S-4,1983, 2512 x 63/4 inches;
 Guardian XXXVIII, 1983, 6712 x 213/8 inches; Guardian XXXIV, 1982, 62 x 21 inches; all acrylic on panel. Private collections.

 Gallatin's Drive I (fig. 1), for example, is one of several

 major paintings from the series of Assembled Paintings to be

 given urban names; among others are White City Wall and
 New York Wall II (both 1974), LongAvenue (1975), Stuyvesant

 Square (1976), and Seward Square (1977, all collection of the

 artist). Composed of rectangular panels of various sizes,
 these paintings reflect the shifting scale of the contemporary

 city (specifically, New York), especially those in which the

 bottom edges of all of their component canvases are in line,

 so that a "skyline" is created at the top. In some cases, a

 panel may project out slightly from the painting, hinting at

 the aggressive sculptural protrusions to come in Hopkins's
 Temples and Altars of the eighties.

 The colors in Gallatin's Drive I are unusual in relation

 to the rest of the Assembled Paintings. The focus on the

 primaries, set against black and white, spiritually connects

 the painting to Piet Mondrian, whose enthusiasm for the

 vivacity of the city makes him a natural reference in a
 discussion of Hopkins's work. Many of the Assembled Paint-

 ings juxtapose harsh, jarring colors in a highly improvised

 fashion that suggests the erratic nature of city planning, as

 well as our fractured consciousness of the city as a highly

 charged, disjunctive environment. All of these paintings

 solidify around the circles found in their most central panels.

 In his catalogue essay for a 1977 exhibition of the Assembled

 Paintings, Carter Ratcliff outlined the circle's important and

 tenuous position within each painting:

 These round shapes buoy the panels they occupy, yet they often

 need the support ofpictorial vectors originating in the distant

 reaches of a painting. Further, they are often just off-center in

 their own panels, and their centers are often just missed by the

 focal points of their internal patterns. . ... So the circles seem

 as much conclusions as opening premises, as much pictorial

 results as causes-or perhaps it's impossible to decide one way

 or the other, just as it's very often impossible to say what is

 figure and what is ground, what is overlaid and what recedes,
 what is a dissonant hue and what isnt.3

 Ratcliff effectively verbalized the contradictory nature of

 these works, capturing the unusual formal effects of con-

 structed paintings.

 While shifting around the leftover scraps from his cut-

 paper collage studies for the Assembled Paintings, Hopkins

 discovered figural imagery. From the circular fragments he

 developed what has become a continuing series of intricately

 shaped paintings called Guardians-panels that approxi-
 mate head and torso configurations. These works still main-

 tain powerful abstract qualities in their intense colors and
 hard-edged forms. The Abstract Expressionist brushwork

 has completely disappeared, most likely because the eccen-
 tric silhouettes of the Guardians demand an interior clarity in

 order that they remain readable.

 Lined up on the wall (fig. 2), the Guardians form a
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 FI G. 3 Budd Hopkins, Black Temple with Guardian LI and Guardian LII
 (installation view): Black Temple, 1984, acrylic on panel, 186? x 100 x 78Y4
 inches, collection of the artist. Left: Guardian LI, 1984, acrylic on panel,
 6238 x 28 inches, private collection. Right: Guardian Lll, 1984, acrylic on
 panel, 62/2 x 20/2 inches, private collection.

 FIG. 4 Budd Hopkins, studio view with, left to right: Sky Altar, 1986,
 105 x 36 x 93 inches; Altar 1, 1983, 8112 x 111 x 14 inches; Sentinel 11, 1985,
 96 x 47 x 36 inches; Cape Altar, 1986, 46%8 x 1707/8 x 11612 inches; Chariot,
 1985, 33 x 363/4 x 2612 inches; King, 1986, 68V2 x 49/2 x 10/4 inches; High
 Altar, 1986, 70Y4 x 115 x 711 inches; all wood. Collection of the artist.

 meaningful procession, particularly when works of various

 sizes are juxtaposed in order to establish a sense of hier-

 archy. All of them "face" in one direction or the other,

 pointing to something, forcing the viewer to refocus his or her

 attention somewhere else, all the while aggressively defend-

 ing their positions. In a seminal artist's book titled Sacred

 Spaces: The Book of Temples, The Book of Guardians, The
 Book of Altars, Hopkins portrayed them as "sentinels par-

 ticipating in a frozen ritual, fixed-absolutely-within a
 privileged space. . . . They are watchful and unmoving, a

 flanking, framing procession."4

 The Guardians play a supporting role to something
 outside their borders, locking perfectly into place when

 they bracket a Temple. In these architectural complexes,

 Hopkins's work expands into sculptural issues. In the 1984
 Black Temple with Guardians LI and LII (fig. 3), Hopkins

 detached a square Temple from the wall and put it on an
 altarlike base that extended forward more than six feet. By

 hanging a Guardian on each side, he incorporated most of the

 possibilities for constructed painting into a single work:

 paintings with interior constructed imagery (the Guardians)

 that appropriately hang on a wall and a floor-bound structure

 (the Temple), detached from a support, yet also painted,
 making it difficult to classify as pure sculpture. In addition,

 Hopkins completes the fusion by allowing a highly specific,

 spiritually significant narrative into the work that emerges as

 inevitable. The piece becomes an active magical space in
 which it seems that a ritual (or a miracle) is about to occur.

 In the 1980s Hopkins turned much of his attention

 toward making sculpture from scavenged wood (fig. 4) that

 both resembles and departs from earlier work. Inherent con-

 tradictions are to be expected from the artist-he has built a

 career on his ability to combine antipodal concerns. Like his

 paintings, these sculptures have a sense of permanence and

 inevitability because their expressionistic nature does not
 come from the artist's hand, but from their embodiment of a

 spiritual subject matter. The sculptures also have a sense of

 the arbitrary that stems from the manner in which they are

 constructed. Overall, Hopkins's works maintain their rigor

 through a continuous, structured movement. He is an artist

 who has the unique ability to travel continually and signifi-

 cantly in a circle without revealing the movement on the
 surface, so that his work reveals itself to be at once clear,

 mysterious, and all-knowing. _
 Notes

 1. Brian O'Doherty, "Master of a Movement Manqu6," Arts Magazine 40 (April
 1966): 27-30.
 2. Budd Hopkins, Budd Hopkins Sculpture (New York: Budd Hopkins, 1988), n.p.
 3. Carter Ratcliff, Budd Hopkins Assembled Paintings, exh. cat. (New York and
 Houston: Lerner-Heller Gallery and Pelham-Stoffler Gallery, 1977), n.p.

 4. Budd Hopkins, Sacred Spaces: The Book of Temples, The Book of Guardians, The
 Book of Altars (New York: Budd Hopkins, 1982), n.p.

 TERRY R. MYERS lives in New York and writes on art

 regularlyfor Arts Magazine, Flash Art, and Lapiz. He was
 Budd Hopkins's studio assistant in 1986.
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